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Reading aloud
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Infants and toddlers
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valuable and exciting experience

excellent independent readers

expanded vocabulary and general 

knowledge

understanding complex sentence 

structures better

helps develop reading and writing 

skills

helps develop cognitive abilities

 it is fun!



Time to read aloud
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morning, afternoon, evening

bed, car, bus, doctor's waiting room, library,
park, on a trip …

while drawing or playing with a toy

just 15 minutes of reading aloud a day 
helps a child’s overall development!
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Children
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develops critical thinking

develops creativity

develops a vocabulary

raises children

develops empathy

develops communication skills

encourages concentration



The music of words

When we read, our minds grow wings.

When we write, our fingers sing.

Words are drumbeats and flutes on the page,

soaring songbirds and trumpeting elephants,

rivers that flow, waterfalls tumbling, 

butterflies that twirl

high in the sky!

Words invite us to dance---rhythms, rhymes, heartbeats,

hoofbeats, and wingbeats, old tales and new ones,

fantasies and true ones.
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Whether you are cozy at home

or racing across border toward a new land

and a strange language, stories and poems

belong to you.

When we share words, our voices

become the music of the future,

peace, joy and friendship,

a melody

of hope.

Margarita Engle



(Young) Adults

travel through time 

share experiences 

explore different cultures

grow personally
 physiologically

 cognitively

 socially

 psychologically

 professionally
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Eldelry

growing old
 retirement

 loss of spouse and friends

 lower income

 health difficulties

new ways of filling out 
most of the time 
previously occupied by 
work
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Bibliotherapy
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targeted, guided reading 

preventive and recreational

non-institutional, non-clinical

process of identification

self-help books by renown authors

fairy tales, novels, poetry, short 
stories, fables 
 carefully chosen

 much more effective



COVID-19 pandemic

pandemic stress

reading 
 much-needed escape

 reading fluency in children is 
lagging by 30%

books are powerful coping tools
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Neil Gaiman
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